Maycom AH27 Hand Held CB Radio - 200 Channel Mod
(You do this mod at your own risk. If you are not comfortable with doing it, DON’T)
(Seek guidance from a professional if not sure)
(By continuing to read these instructions, you accept the risk)

Equipment required:
•

Soldering iron (preferably 25W or less)
• Solder (preferably not lead free)
• Solder sucker
• Screwdrivers
(By doing this mod, you will lose the UK40 in the radio)

Step 1
Remove the antenna and battery pack.
Step 2
Remove the 3 rear screws and the front screw (by where the strap goes).
Step 3
Remove the rear panel (be careful as the battery release clip has a spring in there. If that’s lost, it
won’t secure the battery pack on properly). Also be careful of the small black board that has the
battery terminals on (when piecing the radio back together, make sure it’s properly in place or you
won’t be able to slide the battery pack on).
Step 4
Remove the front panel (be careful as the rubber buttons will come out very easily).

Step 5
Look for the 8 small solder pads just to the left of the screen
(highlighted with a red square).

Step 6
For the radio to have the 40 UK and 40 EU channels, pads S01 and
S03 will have solder across them (as shown in picture 1).

De-solder these and use a solder sucker to remove the molten solder
from the pads (so it looks like picture 2 once done).
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Step 7
Solder across the pads on S08 only (as shown in picture 3).
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Step 8
Piece the radio back together again and replace all screws (make sure the battery release clip and
battery terminal board is properly in place).
Step 9
Put the battery pack and antenna back on the radio and proceed to power it up.
The display should then change slightly (having A,B,C,D & E down the right hand side).

To navigate through the bands, just scroll through the channels as normal using the 2 buttons by the PTT
button. So for example, as soon as you get to CH40 on band A, just click the channel up button once as if
you wanted to get back to CH1 and it will start you off on CH1 on band B (and so on).

Here’s the frequency list
for after the mod has
been done.
Sorry for the small text.
You may need to use the
magnifier tool to zoom in

